
THE LONG, UNCERTAIN AND EXPENSIVE ROAD FOR BIOPHARMACEUTICAL START-UPS
The Case of Seattle Genetics (SGEN)

Post - 9/11     Capital markets dry up.

2009     Clinical failure of single project eliminates 76% of SGEN’s licensing 

2001     1st licensing of SGEN’s ADC technology.

March 2001     IPO raises approximately $51M.

2001 - 2007     $34M generated from licensing—gives SG a revenue stream prior to its first approval 
        (but still not enough to cover the firm’s costs).

1998     • $1M Angel investment from former BMS executive.     
               • 1st round of VC funding $6.5M.

June 2019     • Genentech wins FDA approval for an ADC medicine 
       developed using SGEN’s technology.     
    • Genentech pays SGEN milestone payments for medicine.

2017 - 2019    FDA grants Breakthrough Therapy designation and Priority Review for 
     Genentech’s medicine in combination with other therapies to treat large  
     B-cell lymphoma.

2019     SGEN continues work on two key drugs & others in the pipeline.

2003     Clinical trials begin on drug candidate.

2000 20102005 2015 2020

1999     Pre-IPO: $30M VC Series funding, including Vulcan Ventures (Paul Allen) 
               and Cascade Investment (Bill Gates).
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2005 - 2018     SGEN discontinued work on 9 drug candidates (4 in Phase I, 4 in Phase II, and 1 in Phase III).
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August 2011     FDA approved SGEN’s 1st drug.
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1997 - 1998     • Former BMS researchers Fell & Siegall found SGEN after BMS cuts its antibody cancer research program.     
       • Founders license BMS patents & technology.
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2002 - 2009     At a time when capital is scarce, partnership with Genentech provides development help with CD40 therapies.
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INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY RIGHTS ARE CRITICAL 
Intellectual property protections create a framework of incentives 
biopharmaceutical developers need to undertake their uncertain research 
e�orts. Seattle Genetics executives agreed that without IP protections, 
advancing their ADC technology could likely not have been done.

VENTURE CAPITAL ‘PRIMES THE PUMP’
VC investors provided the early financial lift that enabled Seattle Genetics 
to get o� the ground. The $37 million raised from early venture investors 
was the only financial resource Seattle Genetics could draw upon for its 
first two years, before the company went public or obtained its first dollar 
of revenue from licensing technology.

REVENUES ARE REINVESTED INTO R&D
Seattle Genetics has been in operation for 20 years but has yet to turn a 
profit. The company has plowed most of its cash back into R&D. In fact, 
Seattle Genetics has invested more in R&D than it has earned in revenue, 
$3.1 billion compared to $3.0 billion since its inception.

 “FAILURE” IS VALUABLE
Developmental setbacks still yield useful information that can lead to new 
insights into treatment pathways or be picked up by other researchers who 
look at a problem in a di�erent way in light of previous experience. In the case 
of Seattle Genetics, this dynamic led to a breakthrough in the development of 
a new antibody-drug conjugate to treat cancer, the result of a development 
project that had been previously discontinued by another firm.

PARTNERSHIPS ARE CRUCIAL
Partnerships with others in the biopharmaceutical ecosystem were a 
crucial factor in sustaining Seattle Genetics, giving them access to 
additional scientific expertise and marketing distribution channels. Seattle 
Genetics licensed early technology from corporate and university partners 
to establish leadership in the field of antibody-drug conjugates, and 
subsequent licensing deals with additional partners provided an income 
stream during the long period when Seattle Genetics had no approved 
products on the market. 

THE ODDS ARE DAUNTING
Between 1998 and 2018, Seattle Genetics succeeded in bringing to market 
one new product out of at least 17 R&D projects. 
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Clinical Development

Early Financing / Investments

Failures / Setbacks1998 - 2018  SGEN invested a total 
of $3.0B in R&D, with cumulative 
losses totaling over $1.4B. SGEN 
has yet to turn a profit.
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